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 The indivisible obligation is indivisible when the obligation with the plurality of 
subjects can’t be performed partially because its prestation is indivisible, second its 
nature, the accord of parties or the provision of law. The indivisible obligation is 
indispensable to the countries of continental law system, but it has been forgotten in 
the Chinese civil law system. This thesis intends to explore the forgotten reason, and 
then studies its situation of application in west,   and in the end decides whether it 
should be instituted in the Chinese future civil code and how to rationally design it, if 
the answer is yes.  
Except the preamble, the thesis is divided into five chapters. The preamble 
mainly indicates why I want to study the indivisible obligation, points the basic 
situation of its study both in west and in China, briefly explains the intended content 
and approach of writing, gives a simple introduction of the method of writing , and at 
last shows the possible shortcomings and deficiency of this paper. 
The first chapter studies the relation of indivisible obligation and solidary 
obligation. Both in theory and in practice, the indivisible obligation is always 
entangled with the solidary obligation, and it is proved finally through the study of 
their relation that the indivisible obligation is one institution with independent 
functions and values. This chapter starts from the examination of the four Latin terms 
of indivisible obligation, divisible obligation, solidary obligation and partial 
obligation, studies the historical relation of indivisible obligation and solidary 
obligation, it  concludes that at the period of classic Roman law  the indivisible 
obligation was part of the solidary obligation, at the period of Justinian law the former 
was separated from the latter with the appearance of principle of “ divisibility of the 
obligation for compensating the damage” , and in modern civil law the former 
becomes independent. But just because of their historical knots, their effects have 
some similarity, which can be showed from the viewpoints of subject of obligation, 
object of obligation and relation of obligation, however the similarity isn’t equal the 
same, we can find the differences in the aspects of  the standard of dipartition, reasons 















damage, inheritable or not, reasons of payment for the whole and methods of payment 
for the whole, we can finally prove that they have the respective  functions and values. 
By the examination of their actual four legislations, i.e., pattern of ex Soviet Union, 
pattern of Germany, pattern of France and pattern of Argentina, we can conclude that 
the pattern of Argentina is the best, that is to say, we should divide obligations into 
indivisible obligation and divisible obligation second the standard of object of 
obligation (prestation), and meanwhile  we should divide obligations into solidary 
obligation and partial obligation second the standard of relation of subject of 
obligation. 
The second chapter studies the outline of evolvement of indivisible obligation. 
The chapter examines separately the outline of evolvement of indivisible obligation 
both in west and in China, and has found the reason why the study of indivisible 
obligation goes very deeply in west but almost scantily in China. In west, at the period 
of Justinian law, the Romanists have given their attention to indivisible obligation, 
which chiefly is showed in the paragraphs of D.45,1,2 and D.45,1,85, but its system is 
relatively rough and imperfect. In 1526, the famous French jurist Dumoulin  has 
written a book Extricatio labyrinthi dividui et individui that is the most famous book 
in the area of indivisible obligation, in which he has put forward two kinds of 
classifications of indivisibility: individuitas necessaria, individuitas 
naturalis,individuitas accidentalis; individuum contractu, individuum obligatione, 
individuum solutione. The French jurist Pothier inherits and develops the theory of 
Dumoulin, his book Traité des obligations published in 1761 has indicated that the 
object of obligation is the thing or action and two methods of division (material 
division and intellectual division) are established, which has influenced deeply the 
French civil code (1804), but its project of indivisible obligation has serious defects in 
theory.  Starting from the paragraph of D.44, 7, 3 pr., the German jurist Savigny has 
defined the “object of obligation” as prestation, this opinion is accepted by 
Windschied and is showed in the German civil code (1900). The Brazilian jurist 
Freitas has accepted the German theory, he also has defined the object of obligation as 
prestation in Código Civil -Esboço (1860~1865), he has given the strict critique to the 
pattern of indivisible obligation in the French civil code, and has founded the system 
of indivisible obligation in base of unique standard of determination that the 















and improved by the Argentinean jurist Sarsfield, which appears perfectly in the 
Argentinean civil code (1869). Almost all of the following civil codes have 
abandoned the pattern of the French civil code. In China, following the pattern of ex 
Soviet Union, the Chinese mainland has only instituted the partial obligation and 
solidary obligation in Chinese general part of civil law (1986) with the articles of 86 
and 87, the indivisible obligation was forgotten in the Chinese mainland; but as a 
result of succession of Draft of civil code of Qing’s Dynasty that has imitated the 
Japanese civil code , the Chinese Taiwan has instituted divisible obligation, 
indivisible obligation and solidary obligation in its civil code. 
The third chapter studies the standard of determination and concrete types of 
indivisible obligation. This chapter has established the standard of determination that 
the prestation is able to be performed partially or not, and in the concrete types, i.e., 
obligation of giving, obligation of doing and obligation of non doing, the divisibility 
or indivisibility of obligation is studied. Firstly, two presuppositions are solved: (1)  
the object of obligation is defined as prestation,  two concepts of object of obligation 
and object of prestation are distinguished, and the prestation is divided into three 
types: giving, doing and not doing; (2) three kinds of classifications of divisibility and 
indivisibility are discussed progressively: divisible thing and indivisible thing, 
material division and intellectual division, objective indivisibility and subjective 
indivisibility, and at last the differences of intellectual division and subjective 
indivisibility are compared. Secondly, second the different types of prestation, the 
indivisibility of prestation is divided and the following conclusion is obtained: (1)   in 
obligation of giving, if it is the obligation of giving corporal thing, we should 
determine the divisibility or not of obligation second the real divisibility or not of the 
corporal thing, which is divided into two rules: the obligation of giving  certain thing 
is indivisible; the obligation of giving countable things is divisible, when its number is 
equal or multiple to the number of creditors or debtors. Except the servitude, the 
obligations of giving the rights of other’s thing are divisible. (2)  in obligation of 
doing, if its final result causes to appear some product, when the product is indivisible, 
the obligation of doing is indivisible; when the product is divisible, the obligation of 
doing is divisible. If it provides some kind of service, the obligation of doing usually 
is considered indivisible. (3) in obligation of not doing, we should determine the 















misunderstandings in this area are removed: (1) we can’t broadly say whether general 
obligation is divisible or not, and it only can be determined second the practical 
circumstances. (2)  divisibility or not of alternative obligation only can be discussed 
after  the party who has the right of choice has made the common selection. (3) to 
obligation with a penal clause, we should differentiate principal obligation and 
accessory obligation, the principal obligation don’t influences the nature of the 
accessory obligation, and we should separately inspect the nature of the obligation 
produced by the penal clause as the accessory obligation. (4) indivisibility of 
obligation of guarantee  and divisibility or not of obligation are two completely 
diverse things, and they shouldn’t be discussed together.   
The fourth chapter studies the formation of fundamental institutions of 
indivisible obligations. This chapter has divided indivisible obligation into two parts, 
i.e., indivisible credit and indivisible debt, and then their external effects, effects about 
the affairs in relation to someone of a party and internal effects are researched. Firstly, 
the definition and characters of obligation is studied in general, the indivisible 
obligation is defined as the obligation with the plurality of subjects, indivisible 
prestation and different with solidary obligation, and there are three sources of 
indivisible prestation: the nature of obligation, the accord of parts and legislative 
provisions. Secondly,   I have studied in detail the indivisible credit, referring to its 
external effects, creditors can demand the performance together, or one of them can 
demand singly after having supplied the guarantee confirmed by the other creditors, 
and correspondingly, debtors should pay to all of the creditors or to one of them after 
having obtained the guarantee confirmed by the other creditors; in regard to the 
effects about the affairs in relation to a creditor, the following affairs have absolute 
effects: one of creditors asks the performance for all of creditors, receives in retard, 
asks for all of creditors so as to interrupt prescription, asks for all of creditors but 
debtors give in retard, and gives the guarantee confirmed by the other creditors so as 
to receive the performance, and except the above-mentioned affairs, the other affairs 
generally have relative effects; in regard to the internal effects, the following principle 
should be respected: if it exists an accord, we should follow the accord, if it not exists 
an accord, we should respect the provision of law, and if it not exists a provision of 
law, we should distribute in equal portion. Secondly, the indivisible obligation is 















to any debtor or all of debtors, and any debtor can ask for a “period of favor” in order 
to summon the other debtors for performance together, if only one creditor make the 
request for all of creditors, he can be asked to provide the guarantee confirmed by the 
other creditors; in regard to the effects about the affairs in relation to a debtor, the 
following affairs have the absolute effects: one of debtors pays for the whole, gives 
other thing for payment, innovation, deposit, compensation, confusion and 
complement of prescription, and the following affairs have the relative effects:  one of 
debtor pay in retard , is unable to pay, and is remitted partially; in regard to its internal 
effect, it should be applied the same principle of the indivisible credit, except the 
regressive right. 
The fifth chapter studies the project of concrete articles of indivisible obligation. 
As the advices and reasons of legislation, this chapter is mainly divided into three 
parts, which includes the complete version of project of concrete articles, the three 
designs of indivisible obligation in the Chinese existent projects of civil code and the 
simplified version of project of concrete articles. Firstly, second the previous study in 
theory, having synthesized the concrete articles in actual civil codes in the world, I 
have established the complete version of project of concrete articles, in which the 
general part of indivisible obligation, concrete types, external effects, effects about the 
affairs in relation to someone of a party, internal effects , conversion of nature of 
obligation and participation of fault responsibility are arranged in logic order, and at 
the same time some brief reasons of legislation to the project  are provided. Secondly, 
after having studied the designs of indivisible obligation in the three Chinese existent 
projects of civil code, I think that in regard to the pattern of legislation we should 
adopt the Argentinean pattern, and in regard to the content of legislation we should 
absorb the advantages both of Latin legal system and German legal system in order to 
prescribe opportunely. Thirdly, according to the last tendency of legislation, I have 
reduced the complete version of project in base of the principle of distinguishing the 
explanation of theory and legislative provisions, and at last I have gotten the 
simplified version of project in order to satisfy the practical need of legislation. 
The innovation of this thesis chiefly lies in that this study has filled up the lacuna 
of study of indivisible obligation in China, it has made certain the definition and 
concrete types of indivisible obligation and has cleaned up the long-standing 















Chinese future civil code on the kingdom of indivisible obligation. 
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